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Toss-ups 
1.This sculptor was responsible for the statue of Athena in the Parthenon, 
the Athena in the Acropolis and the statue of Zeus in the Temple at 
Olympia. He also contributed to the relief sculpture on the Parthenon. 
FTP, name this Greek Sculptor whose best friend and patron was Pericles. 

2. This novelist was a pampheteer, journalist, and political agent. He was 
the son of a London tallow-chandler. He wrote Journal of the Plague Year, 
The True-Born Englishman and The Shortest Way with the Dissenters. FTP, 
name this author of Moll Flanders. 

3.1 Come Off, Principals Office, Bust A Move, Non-Stop Fastest Rhyme, Know 
How, and Roll with the Punches are some of the songs by this musical 
group. Their better known song is Stone Cold Buggin. FTP, name this 
musical group who released Stone Cold Rhymin. 

4.Nikolai Volkoffs wife suffered from this disease. It is a cancer of the 
lymph nodes. Thus the lymph nodes cannot function correctly. People with 
this disease have histocompatibility antigens which means that the cells 
are attacking themselves. FTP, name this disease which Mario Lemieux has. 

_Hodgkins disease_ 

5.This North American Indian Tribe once inhabited Georgia and Alabamma. 
During Colonial times, they fought alongside English settlers in wars 
against the Spanish and Apache. In 1813, this tribe was stirred up by 
Tecumseh and began a war that massacred 500 Americans at Fort Mims. FTP, 
an me this Indian Tribe who were defeated by Andrew Jackson at the Battle 
of Horseshoe Bend. 

6.This German poet and dramatist was born in Augsburg in 1898. He wrote 
The Life of Galileo and Mother Courage and her Children. He also wrote two 
Chinese parables, The Caucasian Chalk Circle, and The Good Woman of 
Setzuan. FTP, name this writer of the Three Penny Opera. 

7.European traders appeared in this country in the 16th century. Britain 
established control in 1867. It was created in Sept 16, 1963 and 
included with it Singapore, Sabah, and Sarawak. Its currency is the 
Ringgit and its major industries are rubber goods, steel, and electronics. 



FTP, name this country with capital at Kuala Lampur. 

8.This chemist was born in Weymouth, Massachusetts. He studied at Nebraska 
University, Harvard, and in Germany before taking a post as government 
chemist in the Philippnes. He taught at MIT from 1905 to 1912, then moved 
to California University from 1912 to 1945. FTP, an me this chemist whose 
theory of acids and bases states that acids accepts acids and bases 
donates acid. 

9.This British Stateman was born near Bury, Lancashire. He studied at 
Oxford and became a Tory MP in 1809. In 1812, he was made secretary for 
Ireland. His second prime ministry concentrated on economic reforms, but 
his decision to phase out agricultural protection by repealing the corn 
laws split his party and precipitated his resignation. FTP, name this 
anti-Catholic prime minister who was attacket by OConnell with a certain 
orange nickname. 

10. This work takes place in a drawing room. A man and two woman who have 
died are escorted into this room. They discover that hell is other people. 
When the door is finally opened, they find that they are inseparable and 
cannot leave. FTP, name this play by Jean- Paul Sartre. 

11.This hormone is produced by the zona glomerulosa of the adrenal cortex. 
It is a mineral alocorticoid that regulates ion balance in the kidneys via 
water retention in the distal convoluted tubule in the nephron. FTP, an em 
this steroid that reabsorbs sodium and excretes potassium and phosphorus. 

_Aldosterone_ 

12.Known as the Gileadite, this judge of Isreals story is told in Judges 
11 . His father was Gilead and his mother was a harlot. He was thrown out 
of his house by his half siblings because of his illegitamacy. When Israel 
was threatened by the Ammonites, the elders of Gilead sought out this 
person to be their captain. FTP, name this judge who later had to 
sacrifice his daughter. 

13.This philosopher offered himself as a liberal candidate in 1907, but 
was turned down because of his free thinking. Since 1907, he has served 
six months in prison, became a professor at Peking, and with his wife 
started a progressive school near Petersfield. He wrote An Inquiry into 
Meaning and Truth, but is better known for his Human Knowledge. FTP, name 
this philosopher who wrote Principia Mathematica: with A.N> Whitehead. 

Bertrand _RusselL 



14. Thsi legislation attempted to rework the Missouri Compromise. It 
wanted to continue the fugitive laws, uphold popular sovereignty in new 
territories, and sanction slavery in the District of Columbia. FTP, name 
this measure that tried to avert the U.S. Civil War but was defeated in 
the Senate by one vote in 1861. 

_Crittenden Compromise_ 

15. This novelists first voyage to Liverpool later became the background 
for his fourth novel, Redburn. He later published the travel memoirs of 
his excursion with the Typees in his Typees: A peep at Polynesian Life. 
His adventures continues in Omoo. He is also well known for White Jacket 
and The Piazza Tales. FTP, name this writer of Bartleby the Scrivener. 

16.This actress was the daughter of a headache specialist. She almost 
followed in her fathers foot steps by graduating from Vassar College with 
a B.S. in Biology, but was convinced by Jon Lovitz to audition for the 
comedy troupe the Goundlings. It was during this time that she began to 
date Conan OBrien. Unfortunatedly that relationship did not last. Her 
acting career also had a rough start as well because she was cast as Roz 
Doyle on Frazier but was replaced before the pilot. She finally succeeded 
by having a recurring role as a waitress in the show, Mad About You. FTP, 
name the actress who plays the twin sister of Ursula Buffay. 

17.These large scale seasonal changes from differential heating of the 
land and ocean are most obvious in the Norhtern Indian Ocean. In summer, 
in southeast Asia, the warm land causes air to rise over the continent. 
These vertical air motions draw cooler moisture laden air from the ocean 
to replace the rising air. FTP, name these weather phenomenons that 
results in heavy rains that help the rice crops in India and China. 

18.This war started when Philip IV of Spain failed to pay a dowry for 
Marie Therese to French King Louis XIV. Louis XIV claimed the Spanish 
Neatherlands as the dowry. The Neatherlands organized the Triple Alliance 
in 1668 and forced Louis XIVs armies to retire by the Treaty of 
Aix-La-Chapelle. FTP, name this war named after an old law. 

_War of Devolution_ 

19. This composer was trained at the Petrograd Conservatory with Glazunov 
and others. He is best known for his symphonies, a number of which are 
directly related to major events in Soviet history. He also produced 
orchestrations of Mussorgskys Khovanschina, Boris Gudonov, and Songs and 
Dances of Death. FTP, name this composer of the operas, Lady Macbeth of 
Mtsensk, Katerina Ismailova, and The Nose. 

_Shostakovich_ 



20.This god who shares his name with the monkey in the Babar stories was 
the son of Eos and the father of Xanthus and Bailus who were the horses 
of Achilles in the Trojan War. His brother, Boreas, caused the death of 
the beautiful Hyacinth out of jealousy of Hyacinths love for Apollo. FTP, 
name this god of the West wind of Greek mythology. 

_Zephyr_ 

21.This rivers source or upper limit of length is at the junction of the 
French Broad and Holston Rivers. It is about 652 miles and outflows into 
the Ohio River. It flows through five states. FTP, name this rivere that 
is named after the Volunteer State. 

_Tennessee River_ 

22. Peter Sellers came up with this title as an operatice subject. 
Sellers and two collaborators agreed that the opera should be heroic and 
in no sense a satire. It includes such characters as Chou En-Lai and Henry 
Kissinger. Ftp, name this opera by John Adams. 

_Nixon in China_ 

23.This biblical prophet was called to prophecy at an early age. his book 
contains many autobiographical sections, as well as, descriptions of 
Jerusalem during the time of the fall of that city to the Babylonians. 
FTP, name this prophet whose book promises the restdration of Israel and a 
new covenant with its people. 
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80nuses 

1.Given a play, name the writer of that play for ten points each. 

A)(10) The Rose Tattoo 

Tennesse _Williams_ 

8)(10) The Lesson 

C)(10) The Three Sisters 

2.ldentify the Psychologists from works for ten points each. 

A)(10) Memories, Dreams,and Reflections 

8)(10) Escape from Freedom 

C)(10) The Psychology of Intelligence 

3. Answer the following questions about vaccines for the stated amount of 
points. 

A)(10) For ten points, all or nothing, name the three diseases that uses 
the DPT vaccine. 

_Diptheria, Pertusis (Whooping Cough), Tetanus_ 

8)(5) For five, what disease is the vaccine BCG used for? 

_ Tuberculosis_ 

C)(15) For five points each, what does 8CG stand for? 

4.ldentify the sculptor from these sculptures for five points each and a 
five point bonus if all are correct. 



A)(S) 8urhers of Calais 
8)(5) The Kiss 
C)(S) The Dying Slave 
0)(5) The Four Rivers Fountain 
E)(S) Theseus Slaying the Centaur 

_Rodin_ 
_8rancusi_ 

_Michelangelo_ 
_8ernini_ 

_Canova_ 

5. Answer the following questions about the X-men for ten points each. 

A)(10) Mystique was her foster mother and Nightcrawler was her brother. 
She can absorb the powers of any person that she touches. 

8)(10) Remy Lebeau is the real name of this card playing X-men. 

C)(10) Henry McCoy is the real name of this 81ue X-men. 

6.Given an event in history, name the Pope at that time for ten poins 
each. 

A)(10) Spanish Armada defeated by the 8ritish fleet 

8)(10) The Declaration of Independence was signed 

C)(10) World War I Ends 

7.Answer the following questions about mixing up words that sound familar 
for ten points each. 

, 
A)(10) He is the very pineapple of politeness is considered what kind of 
mistake? 

_Malapropism_ 

8)(10) In what play is Mrs Malaprop found to make these mistakes. 
_The Rivals_ 

C)(10)Who wrote The Rivals 
Richard 8rinsley _Sheridan_ 

a.ldentify the organic compound from formulas for five points each. 

A)(S) ROH 
8)(5) RCOH 
C)(S) RCOOH 

_Alcohol_ 
_Aldehyde_ 

_Carboxylic Acid_ 



0)(5) RCOR 
E)(5) RCOOR 
F)(5) ROR 

_Ketone_ 
Esters_ 

_Ethers_ 

9.Place these chief justices of the Supreme Court in order from earliest 
to latest for five points each and a five point bonus if all are correct. 

Joseph Story, William Cushing, John Marshall, Thomas Johnson, Samuel Chase 

Answer: _Cushing , Johnson, Chase, Marshall, Story-

10.ldentify the composers of the following symphonies for the stated 
amount of points. 

A)(5) For five, Symphone of a Thousand 

8)(10) For ten, Symphony of Psalms 

_Stravinsky-

C)(15) For fifteen, Symphony of a Fresh Mountain Air 

11.Given an 80s song, name the singer for five points each. 

A)(5)True Colors 
8)(5)She Drives Me Crazy 
Young Cannibals_ 
C)(5)Pretty in Pink 
_Psychedelic Furs_ 
D)(5)Red, Red Wine 
E)(5)Manic Monday 
F)(5)Jessies Girl 
_Springfield_ 

_Lauper_ 
_Fine 

12.Answer the following questions about Emile for the stated amoutn of 
points 

A)(5) For five, who wrote Emile? 

8)(5) For five, in what style of literature was Emile Written? 

_Romanticism_ 

C)(10) For ten, book V deals with the education of what intended wife of 
Emile? 



D)(10) For ten, in what year was this work published? 

13.ldentify which Chinese dynasty that the following emperors belonged to 
for ten points each. You will get five points if you need the years of the 
Emperors reigns as well. 

A)(10) Wen Ti 
(5) 180-157 8C 
_Han_ 

8)(10) Wu Hou 
(5) 690-705 
_Tang_ 

C)(10) Mo Ti 
(5) 1908-1912 
_Ching or Manchu_ 

14.ldentify the nerves from clues for ten points each. 

A)(10) Nerve 10, it constricts the pharynx and controls the muscles of the 
larynx, the heart, smooth muscles, and the glands of the gastro intestinal 
tra ct. 

8)(10) Nerve 3, it controls the movement of the eyes and pupil and 
controls the constriction of the ciliary muscle. 

C)(10) Nerve 7, it controls the taste buds on the anterior two-thirds of 
the tongue and controls expressions like smiles and frowns. 

15.Answer the following questions about 8ellerophon for the stated amount 
of points. 

A)(5) For five, what fire-breathing monster did he slay? 

8)(5) For five, what horse did he tame? 

C)(5) For five, who was his grandfather who was forced to roll up a stone 
up a hill constantly as punishment? 



0)(15) For fifteen, whose letters to King lobates of Lycia ultimately led 
to the slaying of the Chimera. They are now called the Bellerophonic 
letters. 

16.The Boston Marathon has been run for 100 years. Answer the following 
questions baout this race for the stated amount of points. 

A)(5) For five, what country has won the most races in the mens marathon? 

_United 8tates_ 

B)(5) For five, what country has won the second most mens marathons? 

C)(10) For ten, which runner has won the most Boston'mens marathons? 

Clarence _De Mar_ 

0)(10) For ten, within one minute, what has been the fastest time for men 
in the Boston marathon? 

_2 hours 7 minutes and 51 seconds to be exact_ (accept one minute 
faster and 
slower) 

17. Given a patronage, name the patron saint of that patronage for ten 
points each. 

A)( 10) Cabinetmakers 

B)(10) Accountants and Bankers 

C)(10) Gardeners 

18. Answer the following questions about World War I for ten points each. 

A)(10) What German plan envisioned the seclusion of Paris from the Channel 
Coast and 
then once France was defeated, the full German forces would attack Russia. 

_8chlieffen Plan_ 

B)( 10) Who succeeded 8chlieffen as Chief of the Imperial General 8taff in 
1914 and put a modified 8chlieffen plan into action? 

'. 



C)(10) What two German commanders defeated Nikolai Nikolayevich at 
Tannenburg and at Masurian Lakes? You need both to get credit. 

_Hindenburg_ and _LudendorfC 

19.Given characters in a literary work, name the name of that work for ten 
points each. If you need the author, you will only get five points. 

A)(10) Celimene, Arsinoe, Eliante 
(5) Moliere 
_The Misanthrope_ 

B)(10) Oneone, Theseus, Aricie 
(5) Racine 

_Phedre_ 

C)(10) Happy, Bift 
(5) Miller 

_Death of a Salesman_ 

20.ldentify these parts of the earths cores for ten points each. 

A)( 10) Part of the upper mantle that is molten and therefore weak and can 
flow very slowly. 

_Asthenosphere_ 

B)(10) Above the asthenoshere, this layer of the upper mantle is both 
crust and rigid. It is this layer that is broken up into plates which 
floats on the astenosphere. 

C)(10) What is the full name of the distinct structural change separating 
the base of the crust from the underlying mantle? 

_Mohorovicic Discontinuity_ 

21.Given a South American president, name the country for ten points 
each. 

A)( 10) Cesar Gaviria Trujillo 

B)(10) Raphael Caldera Rodriquez 

_ Venezuela_ 

C)(10) Sixto Duran Ballen 



22.Place these composers in chronological order in order according to 
birth from earliest to latest for five points each and a five point bonus 
if all are correct. 

Busoni, Ravel, Schoenburg, Schuman, Dvorak 

_Schumann, Dvorak, Busoni, Schoenburg, RaveL 




